
Why Creating the series of Workshops “The Brilliant Existence of a Child”

• We  at Pure Colour know and respect that each child is a Unique shining star, blessed with unique talents, 

charismas,  and the potential and power to utilize them. The more each child is utilizing this Unique light is 

carrying, the more successful can be in all aspects of his or her life, and you will be able to be more and more 

proud every day seeing your child evolving, and expanding... And for this experience only one word exists… 

Miracle. 

• We are utilizing the effective, safe and pleasant sciences of Colour Therapy and NLP, to ensure the Brilliant 

evolvement of each unique child. 

• We ensure this evolvement, through the unique, carefully structured series of Workshops for children, we have 

created : “The brilliant Existence of a Child”

We announce the first workshop for the current school year : ”Colouring a Successful School Year”

• Wanting to know more about the trainer, life coach and creator of these workshops, Elena Hadjigeorgiou, 

you can visit the following link http://www.purecolour.eu/profile.html

The Brilliant Existence of a Child

Colouring a Successful School Year
Workshop
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The Brilliant Existence of a Child

Colouring a Successful School Year
Workshop – Age group 6-12

children during this first “Colouring a Successful School Year” workshop , will be able to learn 

through, practice, and experience:

•To release  negative emotions, thoughts and stress

•How unique, they are, and how to boost their confidence and self esteem

•How they can utilize their own talents and potentials

•How they can be stronger and prepared for this new school year.

• How to give their best self every day

•How to learn from their experiences and evolve

•How to communicate more effectively

•How to be more responsible for their actions

•How to utilize their time more creatively and be courageous enough to make steps in 

new directions

•These are the main subjects children will have the opportunity to learn, in a colourful, playful, 

and positive atmosphere

•Saturday, October 16th  2010, from 3.00-6.30pm - American Academy 

Cafeteria, Larnaca,  
Trainer

Elena Hadjigeorgiou

Colour Life Coach TM, Colour Counselor and Healer, Licensed NLP Master Practitioner, 

MPIWOC     

For more information and participation: 

+357 99616773 info@purecolour.eu Apply for participation by 13/10/10    

Investment €25

Includes participation to the 3 hour

workshop, snack and freshly squeezed

fruit and vegetable juice

*we have chosen to have this low fee,

as we want to give the opportunity to

every child to have the benefit of the

level and effectiveness of this

workshop.

Teaching you more about colour

As we want children through our

workshops to create positive useful

habits for their life, I have chosen to

offer fresh juice using fruits and

vegetable with orange colour vibration,

as I want them to learn that they can

tune into the colour energy they need

even through the food they eat. Colour

is a vital energy for sustenance on this

earth, and every colour has a unique

effect on humans. The orange colour

will be helping children have more

energy , with an emotional uplifting

and joyful effect.
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